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About This Game

Embark on an epic quest to recover the stolen treasures of Ancient Egypt in LUXOR: Mah Jong. The fun and challenge is
unending with 200 unique layouts available in 3 awesome play modes; Adventure, Single and Traditional. Three difficulty

settings ensure that any player will find a challenge, and 3 exotic tile sets make LUXOR: Mah Jong a truly custom experience.
Can you work your way up from a lowly farm hand to become the Pharaoh of all Egypt?

200 Unique Mah Jong Layouts
3 Exotic Tile Sets
5 Magical Power-Ups
3 Difficulty Settings
3 Modes of Play - Adventure, Single, Traditional
Unique Player Ranking system
All New Adventures in the Land of Egypt
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This has the makings of a good classic-style CRPG, but there are too many things wrong with it for me to be able to recommend
it. The main problem as I see it is an almost complete lack of direction on what needs to be done to progress in the narrative.
Most of the time I've spent playing this I've been completely confused as to what my task was at any given moment, so that I
didn't feel any sort of engagement with the story. It seems to have been thrown together really haphazardly. If you enjoy a lot of
aimless wandering, wondering what it is exactly that you're supposed to be doing, this is the game for you. The other main strike
against it is that by and large, it's just plain booooring. It seems that in their zeal to emulate classic CRPGs like Baldur's Gate,
they forgot to pay any attention to narrative cohesion. It also has one of the absolute worst mapping systems of any CRPG I've
played. In places like Old Sycamore, the map is absolutely useless; it literally just shows one big black blob, with no sense of
where passages are or what area is connected to what: what then is the point of even having a map?!?. (I don't know why Steam
says I have 0.0 hours logged. I played for at least 5 hours last night).

I was absolutely blown away by the quality of the first episode and how absolutely spot on it was as a Kings Quest adventure
brought into a new era and could not recommend it enough. Sadly the second chapter doesn't hold a candle to the first outing.
The gameplay boils down to "The Sims" light where you spend 90% of the chapter making sure your friends don't starve to
death while trying to figure out which of them you're going to have to sacrifice for the good of the entire mission and then
running around in incredibly boring fetch quests trying to find items to aid in the progression of the main story. It literally takes
zero intellect to figure out what to do - there are literally no puzzles - you just have to slog your way from area to area pretty
much in order until you get the item you need to move on to the next area. A huge let down when compared to the first chapter.

Its also incredibly short. I beat it in a single evening and I probably would have beat it in less than 2 hours if I didn't keep
quitting and manually reloading a save game so I could keep everyone alive (which ultimately I failed to do anyway).

If it wasn't for the first chapter being absolutely amaizng, I'd have stayed far far away from this reimagining. Now that I've
played both, I just have to say I hope the next chapters are more in line with the first in terms of quality, imagination and design
because if they're even remotely like this one, the series is going to be ruined.
Chapter 1 rating - 9.5\/10. Chapter 2 rating - 2\/10. Day 42069

losing food rapidly
such stupid
servers have still not connected

pls.....help. In a little over an hour, haven't really noticed anything terrible. Game works well animations are nice, the damage
from falling was a bit much and I died instantly from a cliff slide. There is a decent microtransaction store with somewhat high
priced stuff, but it's a smaller game and they could use it I'm sure.. If I wanted to play Dungeon Master, I'd play Dungeon
Master (got it as part of a bundle, nuff said).
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Worst Thing I've Every Played Requesting My Money Back. I am not usually this harsh but this game is not even worth $.50.

Graphics = bad.
No directions on what to do.
Lots of glitches.
No warning about the Rake or whatever it is.
Death comes suddenly.
Just boring overall.

Not worth your time unless you really are desperate for these kinds of games.....whatever they are suppose to be.. more like QT
shooting dangerous, right guys?
qp is qute. I really liked this game, I bought it on sale so it was very cheap and I was not expecting much.
I did not experience much difficulty in the game, I had sufficient ammo to get through all levels and kill everything on my way;
When out of ammo I had enough adrenaline and medpacks to escape from enemies. The batteries of the torchlight don't last
long but I also had more than enough batteries to make my way through without a problem.

The game is not very long, once you have finished the game you can get through it again within 10 minutes to get 100%
achievements. In order to use the map properly you will have to figure out yourself where you are since there is no marker that
indicates your location.

I did not like restarting the game 23 times to die though.. Really fun and nice looking racing game, the AI gives a decent
challenge, and the environments are amazing. It's not as good as something like Mario Kart, but it's still an amazing game and is
worth it's current price tag. On a scale of one to ten, I have to give this an 8/10. My only problems are that there isn't enough of
a playerbase to do online matches with, some of the animations look a bit off, and they're a bit expressionless, but other than
that, it's pretty good.. why so many bad reviews {started off on the ktm 250 deano fast becomes world champion) Milestone did
a great job, and I'm having a ton of fun the bike models look awesome and the tracks are great to ride 250cc, 600cc and 900cc
motorcycles are used, depending on the race I like the sound of the engines as they roar through the circuit it presents you with
full seasons of the MotoGP, Moto2, and Moto3 championships.Throttle management is key especially on the harder difficulties.
When you apply the accelerator after slowing down for a corner, it is necessary to gradually and smoothly increase your speed.
If you fail to do this gently, your bike will slide wide and eventually spin out In addition to steering and throttle control, you
have to balance your rider appropriately for the upcoming corners. This at first is fairly difficult, especially if you have no
previous experience with motorcycle games. On the standard setting, this is automatically done for you, and allows the player to
concentrate on tackling corners The better you do in a race, the more fans are attracted to you and the better your racing team
offers become You can sign with different racing teams thorough out the campaign, getting better offers the better you do in a
race The tension and excitement of whipping across tarmac at high speed - feeling every bump, leaning into every corner should
you shunt another rider you visibly nearly fall off and sometimes when you spin out and lose control your rider ends up with
both legs on one side of the bike, struggling to balance which is a neat and realistic looking touch it takes time to learn and
master When you first boot up the game you create a custom rider and are even able to choose avatars for yourself and your
managers. You get to choose things like your clothing colours and helmet and the further you get into the game the more you
will unlock Milestone has included lots of driving aids such as showing the racing line, assisting with breaking and even with
cornering to help newcomers to the game The lower powered bikes you begin with are much easier to get used to and feel
lighter you can check current standings via a TV, change your outfit in the wardrobe, check your laptop for emails and social
feeds within the pits called the Technical Meeting where you can have a conversation with the mechanic who will assess where
you are having issues Once you do get to grips with things however it becomes a truly gripping, engaging and downright thrilling
ride. Obviously motorbikes differ drastically to cars and the added factor of rider weight distribution makes leaner into corners
at breakneck speeds, winding through S-bends and powering down the straights intensely rewarding If you want to be truly great
at this game, you\u2019ve got to put in a lot of time and effort in, but when everything clicks, it\u2019s rewarding and worth
it................ You thought this was an easy game...

Think again.

Because that frog will be plaguing your dreams from that one time you accidentally shot the blue ball in between the two purple
balls because you double right clicked.

Be warned.
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But on a serious note, sizzle down with this game and watch your life fade away as you get absorbed into the simplicity of the
game.
. sans is my mum
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